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12Abstract

13In this report, we present a novel spectroscopic method of follow-up during chemotherapy

14treatment for B- and T-cell childhood leukemia patients. We isolated peripheral lymphocytes from

15blood drawn from patients before and after the chemotherapy and collected Microscopic FTIR

16(FTIR-MC) spectra of the isolated lymphocytes. Our results showed that nucleic acids content

17decreased in both types of patients. Changes in phospholipids and proteins level could be observed.

18The overall effects of drugs administered to the patients can be understood at the molecular level

19using FTIR-MC and these results are expected to stimulate wider applications of spectroscopy in

20leukemia research. D 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
21
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23
24251. Introduction

26Leukemia accounts for one-third of all childhood cancers in children. Acute lympho-

27blastic leukemia (ALL) is a predominant type of childhood leukemia with varying

28incidence in different countries ranging from 0.9 to 4.7 per 100,000 children [1]. Radiation,

29environmental agents, maternal alcohol consumption and paternal smoking are associated
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30with increased risk of ALL in children [2]. ALL is a clonal hematological disorder arising

31due to genetic changes in hemopoietic cells [3]. The genetic alterations in transcription

32factor oncogenes are mainly implicated in the process of leukemogenesis [4]. Treatment of

33ALL using combination therapy has drastically improved the survival rate in the case of

34children [5]. In the clinics, to detect the minimal residual disease, highly sensitive PCR

35techniques are applied [6].

36Since the last decade, FTIR has proven to be a powerful tool in medicine. Objective

37diagnosis is becoming a reality with the advanced microscopic FTIR (FTIR-MC) spectro-

38scopy [7,8]. Literature has many examples for early diagnosis of malignancy using FTIR-

39MC. Gao et al. [9] has carried out FTIR study of human breast, normal and carcinomal

40tissues. They reported that their method of analysis results in nearly 100% diagnostic

41accuracy of carcinomal tissues from normal ones. The chronic lymphocytic leukemia could

42be well characterized by FTIR based on lipid and DNA content and the overall spectral

43characters [10]. Our group has successfully applied FTIR-MC in the characterization of

44cells [11,12] and optical diagnosis of colon cancer [13]. This report presents the appli-

45cation of FTIR-MC in the follow-up of chemotherapy treatment of two children who had

46B- and T-cell type ALL. This is the first report of this kind showing the potential of FTIR-

47MC for the follow-up of leukemia chemotherapy treatment in children.

482. Materials and methods

49

502.1. Clinical procedures

51The physicians in the department of Pediatric Hematology-Oncology at the Soroka

52University Medical Center (SUMC) provided the blood samples from two children who had

53B- and T-cell ALL. Two children, aged 4 and 15 years old, were admitted to SUMC in

54December 2000 and January 2001, respectively. The blasts are malignant B or T cells

55present in the peripheral lymphocytes isolated from the patient. Their percentage of blasts

56was 85 and 68 at the time of admission for B- and T-cell ALL patients, respectively.

57Standard chemotherapy treatment protocol (BFM 95) was followed for both patients. The

58blood was processed immediately for the isolation of the lymphocytes. Lymphocytes were

59isolated as previously described [14]. Briefly, 3 ml of blood were loaded over 3 ml of

60Histopaque (purchased from Sigma USA) solution and centrifuged at 300�g for 30 min at

6123 �C. The Histopaque solution is the mixture of Metrizoic acid and Ficoll solution having

62density of 1.077 g/ml. The lymphocyte layer (mononuclear cells), located at the middle of

63the tube, was isolated. The separated lymphocytes were washed again with 10 ml of PBS by

64centrifugation at 300�g for 10 min at 23 �C. The sample was checked for the red blood

65cells (RBC) contamination. This procedure ensures high quality lymphocytes. Blast count

66was performed using normal optical microscope inspection and flow cytometry techniques.

67

682.2. FTIR microspectroscopy

69FTIR-measurements were performed in transmission mode using the FTIR microscope

70IRscope II with sensitive MCT detector, which is coupled to the FTIR spectrometer
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71(BRUKER EQUINOX model 55/S OPUS software). The microscope is also equipped

72with a CCD-camera for the visible range of the spectrum, and a fully computerized X–Y

73stage, which allows measurement of large number of spectra that can be used for creating

74FTIR chemical-maps. The isolated lymphocytes were loaded (about 100 cells per 50-mm
75diameter) on Zinc–Selenium (ZnSe) crystals and later dried completely. The measured

76spectra cover the wave number range 600–4000 cm�1. In the case of patients, the spectra

77were recorded before and during the chemotherapy treatment. During each measurement,

78the measured sites were circular of about 50-mm diameter at most. Such area contains

79enough lymphocytes to obtain good quality spectra with high signal-to-noise ratio. The

80spectra taken were average of 128/256 scans to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The

81baseline was corrected as follows. Initially, the spectrum was divided into 64 sections of

82equal size. Then the y-value minima of the spectrum were connected, generating a curve

83which gives the best fit to the background. Amide I normalization was performed for all

84the spectra to take care of the variations in the total number of mononuclear cells

85(lymphocytes) sampled in every measurement. For each sample, the spectrum was taken as

86the average of 10 different measurements. The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated for all

87the measurements and only spectra with high signal-to-noise ratio (�1000) were used for

88further data analysis. Integrated absorbance was calculated using ORIGIN software and

89the error bars represent the maximum S.D. obtained in all of our measurements.

903. Results

91

923.1. B-cell ALL patient

93Microscopic FTIR spectra of lymphocytes isolated from the blood of two children

94having B- and T-cell ALL, respectively are shown in Fig. 1a and b. In both spectra, A is the

95average of four age-matched healthy controls. No major spectral changes were observed

96between the average of four controls (Fig. 1a: A) and the spectra of patients before the

97beginning of treatment (Fig. 1a: B). But there were minor changes in the absorbance of

98symmetric (1000–1100) and asymmetric (1200–1245) regions of the phosphate group and

99also in the amide II region arising from the proteins. For clarity reasons, only the spectra

100obtained after (C) 15 and (D) 30 days of treatment were presented. The spectra (Fig. 1a: C)

101and (Fig. 1a: D) clearly showed decrease in the absorbance of phosphate bands corre-

102sponding to nucleic acids. Also the band at 965 cm�1 accounting for the symmetric

103stretching vibration of the phosphodiester bonds in nucleic acids showed reduction in the

104intensity before and after the treatment. The standard deviation (S.D.) divided by the

105square root of number of measurements for the complete region (800–3200 cm�1) is

106shown in Fig. 1a and b. Our S.D. analysis showed that the difference between the sample

107before treatment and last (22/30) day of treatment was large and it was found to be in the

108symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibration of phosphate containing metabolites. The

109error bars in Figs. 2–4 were calculated from the values of the standard deviation.

110In addition, spectral pattern changes were observed for the phosphate bands. No

111significant changes in the amide II band were observed. Fig. 1b shows the microscopic

112FTIR spectra of controls, before treatment and during the chemotherapy treatment of the
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Fig. 1. (a) FTIR microspectroscopy of lymphocytes isolated from a B-cell ALL patient. A: Controls, B: before

treatment, C: 15 days of treatment, D: 30 days of treatment. Amide I normalization has been applied to all the

spectra. (b) FTIR microspectroscopy of lymphocytes isolated from T cell ALL patient. A: average of four

controls, B: day 0 (before the treatment), C: day 11 after treatment, D: day 22 after treatment. The lines at the

bottom of the spectra represent the standard deviations divided by the square root of the number of measurements.
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Fig. 2. (a) FTIR microspectroscopy of lymphocytes from a B-cell ALL patient. The labels are the same as in Fig.

1. (b) FTIR microspectroscopy of lymphocytes from a T-cell ALL patient. The samples are the same as in Fig. 1.
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113T-cell ALL patient. The chemotherapy treatment caused drastic molecular changes in the

114cells, which could be observed in the spectra for the B-cell ALL patient.

115Figs. 2a shows FTIR-MC spectra in the region 2600–3200 cm�1 for B-cell ALL

116patient. There was no change in the absorbance between the controls and the sample taken

117before the treatment. As the treatment proceeded, the absorbance decreased in a systematic

118manner for 15 and 30 days of treatment.

119The variation of phosphate levels was measured by integrating the absorbance between

120symmetric (1000–1150 cm�1) and asymmetric (1170–1310 cm�1) bands is presented in

121Figs. 3a. The total phosphate content declined sharply on the 7th day of treatment and

122gradually increased till the 12th day. Later it was observed to decrease steadily from 12 to

12323 days of treatment.

124The region between 2800 and 3000 cm�1 accounts for symmetric and asymmetric

125stretching vibrations of CH2 and CH3 groups from proteins, nucleic acids and phospho-

Fig. 3. Phosphate content is presented as the integrated absorbance comprising symmetric and asymmetric

stretching vibrations of phosphate group in the nucleic acids. (a) B-cell ALL patients, (b) T-cell ALL patients.

Day 1 is the average of four controls and day 0 stands for the day before treatment.
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126lipids [15] in the cells. Integrated absorbance (IA) covering this region for B-cell ALL

127patient is shown in Fig. 4a. Controls and the patient before treatment had the same value and

128a steady decrease was observed after beginning of the treatment. There were fluctuations

129during the course of 30 days. Linear square fit for 12 data points covering 30 days of

130treatment is shown in Fig. 4a. The deduced slope (�0.90F0.19) indicates that there were

131overall tendencies of decrease in the IA for the B-cell ALL patient. Table 1 shows the

132percentage of blasts and the results showed that the blast percentage drastically decreased

133with chemotherapy treatment, which was reflected in the contents of cell metabolites.

134

1353.2. T-cell ALL patient

136Similar to B-cell ALL case, the spectra of lymphocytes isolated from T-cell ALL

137patient before treatment (Fig. 1b: B) did not show absorbance changes in the phosphate

138region in comparison to the controls (Fig. 1b: A). However, in the region between 1400

Fig. 4. Integrated absorbance between 2800 and 3000 cm�1 for (a) B-cell ALL patients, (b) T-cell ALL patients.

Day of treatment labels are the same as in Fig. 3. The lines represent linear square fits to the data.
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139and 1600 cm�1, there were notable changes in the intensity between the controls and the

140sample before treatment. Decrease in protein concentration was evident with lower

141intensity for the amide II band. During the chemotherapy treatment, significant changes

142in the spectra were observed. The spectra measured on the 11th day of treatment showed

143sudden decrease in the absorbance in the entire region (900–1800 cm�1). In addition,

144broadening of the peaks was observed in the phosphate region. The spectra collected on

145the 22nd day of treatment also showed dramatically lower phosphate content with much

146lower absorbance in the region between 1000 and 1200 cm�1 compared to the spectrum

147before treatment (day 0). The changes were specific in biomolecular composition, as the

148spectral crossover could be observed from 1300 to 1600 cm�1.

149The spectra in the region between 2600 and 3200 cm�1 for the T-cell ALL patient are

150shown in Fig. 2b. In this case, the absorbance was higher for controls than the sample

151collected before the chemotherapy treatment. After 11 days of treatment, the decrease in

152absorbance continued and began to return to the controls level after 22 days of treatment.

153Total phosphate level shown in Fig. 3b for T-cell ALL patient decreased from the 8th

154day of treatment and reached a saturation on the 22nd day of treatment. The rate of

155decrease in this case was high in comparison to B-cell ALL.

156Integrated absorbance calculated for the region between 2800 and 3000 cm�1 for T-cell

157ALL is presented in Fig. 4b. Interestingly, in the case of T-cell ALL patient, the IA for

158patient was lower by 50% compared to the controls. In addition, the chemotherapy

159treatment increased the IA steadily and reached the saturation on 10th day. We also

160observed fluctuations between 6 and 12 days. Least square fit analysis indicated that there

161were probably two slopes reflecting an increased absorbance (+4.76F0.54) for 0–6 days

162followed by a local decrease (�6.67F6.31) for 7–11 days of the treatment. Our results on

163the number of blasts indicated that both patients had high percentage of blasts. Blasts

164percentage was higher for B-cell ALL patient than the T cell patient and both patients

165responded well to the therapy showing dramatic reduction in the total percentage of blasts

166after few days of treatment. The percentage of blasts in the case of T-cell ALL is presented

167in Table 1. As in the B cell case, the blast percentage significantly decreased due to

168chemotherapy and the subsequent changes in the spectra were also observed.

1694. Discussion

170ALL is a major leukemia type among children and extensive research till today has

171achieved remarkable progress in the areas of treatment and follow-up during the course of

t1.1 Table 1

The percentage of blasts from the day of admission to the medical centert1.2

Day of treatment B-cell ALL T-cell ALLt1.3

0 85 68t1.4
1 65 –t1.5
3 – 1t1.6
4 42 –t1.7
5 – 1t1.8
7 2 –t1.9
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172the treatment. Our studies gain special significance giving the nature that biomolecular

173changes occur upon the action of various drugs during therapy using an advanced optical

174technique. Earlier reports showed that in the case of chronic lymphoblastic leukemia

175(CLL) in adults, the FTIR spectra could be used to distinguish normal cases from patients

176[16]. In our study, only T-cell ALL could be differentiated from the controls by means of

177absorbance changes in the 1300–1600 cm�1 which include substantial decrease in the

178protein content for patients. Predominant spectral changes occurred in the region between

1791000 and 1200 cm�1 which correspond to the nucleic acids in the cells. This observation is

180in agreement with the marked reduction in the percentage of blasts in both B and T cell

181patients due to chemotherapy treatment. It is important to note that the spectra after a week

182of chemotherapy treatment correspond to the normal population of the lymphocytes with

183drastic reduction in the percentage of blasts. Also, results obtained in this study give the

184picture of dynamic equilibrium of lymphocytes present in the blood samples of the

185patients. On the administration of chemotherapy drugs into a leukemia patient, the blasts

186(cancerous B or T cells) are killed but are still present in the circulating blood. It should be

187kept in mind that after a week of chemotherapy, the blast count gets reduced dramatically.

188These drugs act also on normal lymphocytes present in the blood. The equilibrium

189population of lymphocytes accounts for the lymphocytes (normal and blasts) affected by

190the drugs and newborn lymphocytes which are produced by the bone marrow. Within the

191duration of action of the chemotherapy drugs, the blood drawn by the physician contains

192the lymphocytes acted by drugs and also the unaffected lymphocytes circulating in the

193blood. However, FTIR-MC was sensitive to biomolecular changes in mononuclear cells

194upon the action of drugs.

195The higher wave number region between 2800 and 3000 cm�1 give interesting clues to

196biomolecular changes due to chemotherapy. In the case of B-cell ALL, the decrease in IA

197during chemotherapy may be due to dramatic reduction in the nucleic acids or phospho-

198lipids. Absence of absorbance changes in the amide II rules out the major change in

199protein content in the cells. In the case of T-cell ALL, decrease in the IA for the sample

200before treatment may be due to the decreased protein or phospholipids content. This

201conclusion is supported by the decrease in absorbance in the amide II band for the sample

202before treatment in comparison to the controls whereas the protein content remained

203constant during the chemotherapy treatment. In view of monitoring the therapy, the in-

204creasing trend in the IA after 22 days of treatment can be considered as a progress, as it

205approaches the controls.

206Anti-leukemia drugs administered for leukemia patients are known to inhibit the syn-

207thesis of nucleic acids. In particular, the effects of Methotrexate (MTX), L-Asparaginase

208and Doxorubicin are well-documented in the literature [17]. In particular, MTX is a

209structural analog of folic acid required for synthesis of bases in the nucleic acids. It inhibits

210the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) responsible for synthesis of precursors of

211nucleic acids. Doxorubicin which belongs to antitumor antibiotics class, acts as inter-

212chelator of DNA, thereby inhibiting the nucleic acids production in the tumor cells.

213Inhibition of nucleic acids synthesis leads to arresting the proliferation of blasts in the

214leukemia patients. In our study, we observed the decrease in DNA and RNA immediately

215after the beginning of the chemotherapy treatment with MTX for both patients. The

216reduction in DNA content was confirmed by the decrease in total phosphate content. This
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217was confirmed by two different methods of analysis of the FTIR spectra such as,

218integrating the absorbance comprising the symmetric and asymmetric stretching bands

219and also the ratio of integrated area of amide I/II regions (data not shown). In addition, the

220spectra showed significant decrease in absorption at 965 and 1245 cm�1 arising from

221phosphodiester bonds in the nucleic acids (data not shown). The difference in the rate of

222decrease between B and T-cell ALL patients are not clearly understood. Discrete

223fluctuations observed for B-cell ALL patient may be due to the variations in the immune

224system.

225This report gives glimpse of the application of modern FTIR techniques in leukemia

226research. We showed that FTIR-MC could be used to understand the molecular changes in

227the cells following chemotherapy treatment. The advantages of this method are fast,

228economical and objective. Efforts are in progress in our lab to correlate the vast amount of

229clinical information existing on these two patients with FTIR-MC studies. Our studies will

230pave the road to online monitoring of patients during chemotherapy using advanced

231optical techniques, which can be foreseen in the future.
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